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Agenda
1. A Quick recap from last session

2. Academic language functions and varied English 
language needs

3. How to deal with varied language needs

4. Sheltered instruction vs differentiated instruction

5. Q&A



Content English



How to teach content in 
English effectively

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)



CLIL’s 
4Cs

1) 

C _ _ _ _ _ _

4) 

C _ _ _ _ _ _

3) 

C _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 

2)

C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Progression in new knowledge, 

skills and understanding

Engagement in higher-order thinking and 

understanding, problem solving, and accepting 

challenges and reflecting on them.

Interaction, progression in 
language using and learning.

‘Self’ and ‘other’ awareness, 

identity, citizenship, and 

progression towards pluricultural

understanding.

o n t  e  n t

o g n i t  i o n

o m m u   n   I
C  a  t   I   o  n

U  l   t  u  r   e



CLIL 
mindmap

theme

content culture

cognitioncommunication

L of learning

L for learning

L through 
learning

learn new 
content

functioning 
in the 

classroom

Extend students’ 
existing knowledge 

and skills

content

Name of 
planets

Size  and 
order of 
planets

Solar system 
and the 
galaxy

Cognition

Recognise planets in the solar 
system based on size and order

Gravity and 
the solar 
system

Explain the role of 
gravity in the solar 

system

Key 
vocabulary

Language of 
defining

Language of  describing 
and explaining

Understand instructions

Ask and answer questions
Discussion language

Presentation language 

Introduce new words 
emerging from 

students’ questions or 
discussions

In a nutshell:

Students can talk or write about the solar system using 
language of defining, describing, explaining, and key 
vocabulary learned in class.

Language Functions



What are academic language functions?

Academic language functions: https://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/education/pdfs/languagematters/Nasir%20-
%20academic%20talk%20sentence%20starters%20toolkit%20copy.pdf

Academic language functions are the tasks that language 
users must be able to perform in the different content areas. 

Different from social language functions

• Greeting and 
addressing 
another 
person

• identifying and 
describing content 
information

• explaining a process
• analyzing and 

synthesizing concepts
• justifying opinions
• evaluating knowledge 

https://www.luc.edu/media/lucedu/education/pdfs/languagematters/Nasir%20-%20academic%20talk%20sentence%20starters%20toolkit%20copy.pdf


11 
academic language 

functions

What do your students need in your content subject?

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13E4XkYuuoRa5nkThZdG_oY-hjoVtg6qd1V1wDotucSA/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13E4XkYuuoRa5nkThZdG_oY-hjoVtg6qd1V1wDotucSA/edit?usp=sharing


11 academic 
language 
functions

1) seeking 
Information

use who, what, when, where, which, how 



11 academic 
language 
functions

2) Informing

used to identify, to report, or to 
describe information 

(e.g. recount information 
presented by teacher or text, 
retell a story or personal 
experience)



11 academic 
language 
functions

3) 
comparing/ 
contrasting



11 academic 
language 
functions

4) sequencing



11 academic 
language 
functions

5) classifying



11 academic 
language 
functions

6) analyzing

used to separate whole into 

parts; identify relationships and 

patterns



11 academic 
language 
functions

7) Inferring, 
predicting, 
hypothesizing 



11 academic 
language 
functions

8) Justifying 
& persuading



11 academic 
language 
functions

9) solving problem



11 academic 
language 
functions

10) synthesizing



11 academic 
language 
functions

11) evaluating



11 academic language functions

(1)seeking Information

(2)Informing

(3)Comparing/ contrasting

(4)Sequencing 

(5)Classifying

(6)Analyzing

(7) inferring, predicting & hypothesizing  

(8) justifying & persuading

(9) solving problem

(10) Synthesizing

(1)evaluating

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13E4XkYuuoRa5nkThZdG_oY-hjoVtg6qd1V1wDotucSA/edit?usp=sharing



But….

Some of my students are 
really good at English, but 
some of them can’t even 
speak in conversations.

Many or most of my 
students do not have 

enough English skills to 
study the content.

Which classroom situation are you in?

whole-class teacher 
adaptations designed to make 
content accessible to ELLs and 

to provide instruction in 
English language skills. 

generally tailored to specific subgroups of 
students rather than the whole class and 
involves the teacher in creating variations 

of the main activities of the lesson



What should we do?

Keep the c _ _ _ _ _ _, 
Deal with the l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ limit!



Sheltered instruction 
vs 
Differentiated instruction
Facilitating students’ English language needs



content language

keep adjust





Evaluation of students’ level of English?

• CEFR scales

• Reception
• Production
• Interaction
• Mediation 



1) Language ‘OF’ learning’

2) Language ‘FOR’ 
learning’

3)Language ‘THROUGH’ learning’

Classroom language for 
participating in class

Language for learning 
content Emerging language



Language ‘OF’ learning’



1

2





language

• Simpler sentences
• Simpler vocabulary (non-target words)

• Chunks of information
• Organization of text (main idea first, often definition of something)

• Simpler grammar

Right length, Right time (both reading and listening)





'If I were to ask you for 

your opinion on the topic 

of genetically modified 

food, what do you think 

you might say to me in 
reply to that?'



If your class needs differentiated instruction…

differentiated input such as different reading materials for 
stronger groups and weaker groups



If your class needs differentiated instruction…

Different types of input 



Next episode…. 

Sheltered instruction vs differentiated instruction (cont.)
Online and Offline Activities



Texts read aloud

Add visuals to texts

Add audio to texts



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7jwJ2bI9Lg&t=74s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7jwJ2bI9Lg&t=74s


Live captioning / subtitles



Live captioning



Live captioning



Reading aloud

https://www.generationgenius.com/solar-system-reading-material-grades-6-8/



If your class needs differentiated 
instruction…
Visuals and audios for weaker groups and 

Texts for stronger groups 

But in reality, especially online learning, 
students will often go for an easier option…



Differentiated 
Instruction
What can we do?



• Keep the subject content
• Adjust linguistic input 

(language input 
adaptations, print 
modifications) 

Learning activities 
(tasks, levels of difficulty, time, 

learning space)



Sheltered instruction 
vs 
Differentiated instruction
1) Discourse/ Language input adaptations

2) Print modifications 



an instructional method that progressively moves 
students toward greater independence and 
understanding during the learning process



Activate background knowledge and link with new 
vocabulary, new concept, new language functions

Pair work/ group work

modeling

Individual work afterwards



Activating background knowledge, experience 
and language 

Why activate?
• Help students to recognize 

what they know and don’t 

know e.g. content and 

language

• Easier for students to process 

their learning due to given 

information before learning the 

target content in English 

• Help teachers to identify 

students’ differences and plan 

learning activities accordingly

• Make learning more 

effective

Teachers can deal with one or more 
of the following aspects of a topic: 

• language 
• knowledge 
• experience 
• thinking



Let’s start with pictures!

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=212804b8675b



1) Make the word 
web with CHINA in 
the middle

2) Class discussion about 
students’ experience 
related to China

3) Class survey 
about students’ 
experience related 
to China

4) Create a table to 
compare Thailand 
and China 





Instead of word web…



Instead of word web 



You can also have a class competition



Activating language: Focus on Vocabulary

https://www.hangmanwords.com/create

https://www.hangmanwords.com/create


Word Decoder  





Activating language: Focus on Vocabulary

https://quizlet.com/310787978/food-preservation-flash-cards/

https://busyteacher.org/teaching_ideas_and_techniques/flashcards/



If your class needs differentiated 
instruction…

Word Scrambler

Scramble Answer

1 istranrtaaniOChog O_____   C____

2 hrHeiacyr H_________y

Scramble Answer

1 istranrtaaniOChog

2 hrHeiacyr

Scramble Answer

1 istranrtaaniochog

2 hrheiacyr



Provide different tasks to learn new words

If your class needs differentiated 
instruction…

• Match words
• Write a word
• Write a synonym
• Write a definition
• True/False

https://quizlet.com/310787978/food-preservation-flash-cards/



But 
remember 
varied 
language 
needs…



CLIL 
mindmap

theme

content culture

cognitioncommunication

L of learning

L for learning

L through 
learning

learn new 
content

functioning 
in the 

classroom

Extend students’ 
existing knowledge 

and skills

content

Name of 
planets

Size  and 
order of 
planets

Solar system 
and the 
galaxy

Cognition

Recognise planets in the solar 
system based on size and order

Gravity and 
the solar 
system

Explain the role of 
gravity in the solar 

system

Key 
vocabulary

Language of 
defining

Language of  describing 
and explaining

Understand instructions

Ask and answer questions
Discussion language

Presentation language 

Introduce new words 
emerging from 

students’ questions or 
discussions

In a nutshell:

Students can talk or write about the solar system using language 
of defining, describing, explaining, and key vocabulary learned in 
class.

Language Functions



11 academic language functions

(1)seeking Information

(2)Informing

(3)Comparing/ contrasting

(4)Sequencing 

(5)Classifying

(6)Analyzing

(7) inferring, predicting & hypothesizing  

(8) justifying & persuading

(9) solving problem

(10) Synthesizing

(1)evaluating

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13E4XkYuuoRa5nkThZdG_oY-hjoVtg6qd1V1wDotucSA/edit?usp=sharing

Which one is the most needed?



Seeking questions
Academic language function in EMI classrooms



https://www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/kwl



jumble



▪ Vary the level of difficulty but expect the same outcome

If your class needs differentiated 
instruction…

• Scrambled sentences
• Gap filling
• Sentence completion

____________________ ____________

Nuclear power is ………………………………….



If your class 
needs 
differentiated 
instruction…

• Scrambled sentences
• Gap filling
• Sentence completion
• Free writing



EXAMPLE

Topic sentence

Supporting details

Concluding 

sentence

noun verb adjective adverb VOCABULARY 

from last week
application 

attempt

benefit

consumer

division

exchange

government

limitation

producer

Achieve

attempt

compensate for

exchange

distinguish

interact

interconnect

applied

beneficial

mutual

practical

scarce

mutually

Economics is ……… The two major …. of economics are …..

The first major ….. is…… It is …………….

On the other hand, the second major ……………, ……. , 

looks at ……..

Although economics can be divided into branches, it generally 

………… to answer economic questions of how to …………. 

mutually ………. exchanges among all parties involved, and how to 

……………………. the limitations of the market. 



Activate background knowledge and link with new 
vocabulary, new concept, new language functions

Pair work/ group work

modeling

Individual work afterwards



What should we do for 
online learning?

Sheltered instruction vs differentiated instruction



CLIL 
mindmap

theme

content culture

cognitioncommunication

L of learning

L for learning

L through 
learning

learn new 
content

functioning 
in the 

classroom

Extend students’ 
existing knowledge 

and skills

content

Name of 
planets

Size  and 
order of 
planets

Solar system 
and the 
galaxy

Cognition

Recognise planets in the solar 
system based on size and order

Gravity and 
the solar 
system

Explain the role of 
gravity in the solar 

system

Key 
vocabulary

Language of 
defining

Language of  describing 
and explaining

Understand instructions

Ask and answer questions
Discussion language

Presentation language 

Introduce new words 
emerging from 

students’ questions or 
discussions

Keep the content, 
Deal with the linguistic limit!

Sheltered instruction vs 
Differentiated instruction

Synchronously vs 
Asynchronously



Modes of teaching

Synchronous teaching Asynchronous teaching



synchronous asynchronous

Keep the content, 
Deal with the linguistic limit!

Activate language with pictures 

• Students or Teacher create a word 
web with Jamboard

• Teachers use the donut game

• Students write words on a piece of 
paper or a Jamboard (the most/ 
the quickest

Activate language with 
flashcards

• Students study flashcards 
before live sessions e.g.
Quizlet

• Teachers assign online 
quizzes before live sessions 
e.g. Kahoot

Provide instruction videos  



synchronous asynchronous

Keep the content, 
Deal with the linguistic limit!

Activate language functions

• modeling

• Students practice making questions 
on worksheets or quizzes e.g.
Kahoot

• Students fill in KWL chart on a 
shared document e.g. Jamboard, 
Google sheets, Google Docs



synchronous asynchronous

Keep the content, 
Deal with the linguistic limit!

Learn the content 

• Ask students to read a passage/ 
watch a video

• Students fill in answers on a shared 
document e.g. Jamboard, Google 
sheets, Google Docs or in the book.

• Groupwork in breakout rooms

• Students answer questions (e.g.
Google forms)



Give feedback!!









Week Contents 

1 Live session + breakout rooms
At-home assignment

2 Check assignment in class
More practice and discussion
At-home quizz

3 Check quiz answers in class
Formative assessment --- live quiz
Assign group projects

4 Tutorials

5 Live Presentation







• Each classroom is different. 

• Know your class and your students’ varied language needs.

• Keep the content, and deal with varied language needs.

• Use sheltered instruction or differentiated instruction depending on 

how varied your students are (language input, print modifications, scaffolding activities)

• Consider both synchronous and asynchronous teaching

• Focus on students’ talk time.

• Provide students with feedback.



10 multiple choice 
questions

• Google Form 

• 5 Winners with Top Scores

• Lucky Draw

https://forms.gle/yE3CDWzVafck6ocV7

https://forms.gle/yE3CDWzVafck6ocV7

